Mouse homolog of KIAA0143 protein: hearing deficit induces specific changes of expression in auditory brainstem neurons.
Hearing deficit induced by mechanical cochlear damage, intense noise or ototoxic drugs produces a variety of structural and functional changes in the inner ear and the auditory brainstem. In the present study, we identified a novel gene that has activity dependent plasticity in the superior olivary complex by using suppression subtractive hybridization. We cloned a gene that encodes mouse homolog of KIAA0143 protein, one derived from a series of unidentified human genes. This gene termed mKIAA0143 shows differential expression of mRNA in the lateral superior olive between mice with hearing deficit and those with normal hearing ability. The mRNA thus obtained encodes a unique membrane-bound protein that consists of 819 amino acids. The gene locus was mapped using genomic DNA databases to the mouse chromosome 15D1. Green fluorescent protein-tagged mKIAA0143 was expressed in COS-1 cells. It was amply seen in the cellular plasma membrane.